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Abstract This paper presents a multi-objective Pareto

optimal method for allocation of fault current limiters

based on an immune algorithm, which takes into account

two objectives of the cost and fault current mitigation

effect. A sensitivity factor calculation method based on the

rate of fault current mitigation is proposed to reduce the

search space and improve the efficiency of the algorithm.

In this approach, the objective functions related to the cost

and fault current mitigation effect are established. A

modified inversion operator based on equal cost is pro-

posed to converge to global optimal solutions more effec-

tively. The proposed algorithm is tested on the IEEE

39-bus system, and obtains the Pareto optimal solutions,

from which the user can select the most suitable solutions

according to the preferences and relative importance of the

objective functions. Simulation results are used to verify

the proposed method.

Keywords FCL optimal allocation, Fault current

mitigation effect, Modified inversion operator, Pareto

optimal solutions, Immune algorithm

1 Introduction

With the increasing scale of power systems and con-

tinuous growth of distributed energy, fault currents have

been larger and, in some case, beyond the rated ultimate

capacity of existing circuit breakers (CBs). As a result,

there is a serious threat to security and reliability of power

systems. There are several traditional approaches to limit-

ing the fault current, such as the air-core reactor, high-

impedance transformer and network splitting. However,

these approaches have some drawbacks [1]. The fault

current limiter (FCL) has been one of the most promising

methods to limit fault currents in power systems. There are

several different types of FCL, including the solid-state,

quenching superconducting and saturated-core fault current

limiters [2–5]. The FCLs can be regarded as a variable-

impedance device in series with the lines to provide low

steady-state impedance under normal conditions and high

limiting impedance during fault conditions [6]. But in

power systems, the advantages of FCLs depend on the

number, location and impedance of FCLs. Therefore,

considering the efficiency and mitigation effect, the opti-

mal allocation of FCLs, in terms of their number, locations

and impedances, has become a difficult multi-objective

problem. Some research has been published on optimal

allocation of FCLs [7–18].
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If the grid is small and has few branches, the enumer-

ation method could be used to optimize the allocation of

FCLs [7–9]. But if the grid is larger and has more buses

exceeding fault current limits, the optimal location, number

and impedance of FCLs would be difficult to find. There-

fore, the enumeration method would be a very large

computation, and not practicable.

As a result, various optimization algorithms have been

proposed for the optimal allocation of FCLs [10–18]. A

particle swarm optimization (PSO) method was employed

to search for the optimal allocation of FCLs in [10], and a

harmony search algorithm was used in [11]. References

[12, 13] address the optimal allocation and sizing of FCLs

in distribution systems. An optimal allocation method of

superconducting fault current limiters (SFCLs) for reduc-

ing fault currents and mitigating voltage sag is proposed in

[14]. An iterative mixed integer nonlinear optimization

method was proposed for optimal allocation of FCL allo-

cation in [15–17].

Most previous research transforms a multi-objective

problem into a single-objective one by using weight coef-

ficients. Since optimization results were largely affected by

weight coefficients, and previous works took into consid-

eration only the cost of FCLs, these results were not

accurate.

In fact, the user should consider the cost of FCLs and

their effect on fault current mitigation in the power grid.

The cost is a function of total impedance and the number of

FCLs. The fault current mitigation effect is a function of

fault current reduction after installing FCLs. Moreover, the

objective functions of the cost and fault current mitigation

effect are conflicting. Thus, the user must select the most

suitable solutions according to preferences and relative

importance of the objective functions.

In [18], a sensitivity factor method was proposed to

reduce search space. But the magnitude of the sensitivity

factor used in [18] depends on the fault current at every

bus. Comparing the factors of buses is not accurate. This

sensitivity factor does not accurately assess the fault cur-

rents across all buses. Therefore, this paper proposes a new

sensitivity factor calculation method based on the rate of

fault current mitigation. It is not impacted by the absolute

fault current at every bus and represents a fair assessment

among buses.

This paper proposes a new method to optimize the

multi-objective Pareto allocation of the FCLs by using the

immune algorithm. Due to the sensitivity factor calcula-

tion, optimal FCL locations are easier to find, compared to

impedances of FCLs. However, with the randomness of

inversion and variation for conventional IA, the optimal

installation locations of new FCLs would be not optimal

after variation or inversion, resulting in converging to local

minima. Therefore, a modified inversion operator based on

equal cost is proposed to improve the convergence of the

IA.

Compared to traditional methods, this paper considers

two objectives of the cost and fault current mitigation

effect. A new sensitivity factor calculation and a modified

inversion operator are proposed to make the IA converge to

the optimal solutions better. The results obtained by testing

the IEEE 39-bus test system demonstrate the proposed

method is effective. And the methods to improve the effi-

ciency of calculation are discussed and analyzed in detail.

2 Mathematical model and optimal allocation

2.1 Self-impedance correction

In power systems, the three-phase fault is the most

serious kind and is always used to determine the rated

capacity of circuit breakers. The basic principle of short

circuit calculation shows, for a three-phase fault at bus k,

the fault current at bus k can be calculated by

Ik ¼
E
ð0Þ
k

Zkk
ð1Þ

where Ik is the three-phase fault current at bus k; Zkk is the

self-impedance of bus k in the impedance matrix Zbus; Ek
(0)

is the pre-fault voltage of bus k.

Ek
(0) can be obtained from the power flow calculation

under normal operations. The impedance matrix Zbus is

inverse of the admittance matrix Ybus, considering the

transient reactance of generators.

From (1), the fault current Ik is inversely proportional to

the self-impedance Zkk. If a FCL with limiting impedance

ZFCL is installed on a branch ij between buses i and j (the

branch impedance between buses i and j is Zij), when a

three-phase fault happens, the FCL with limiting impe-

dance ZFCL is inserted in the branch ij, and the original

impedance matrix Zbus should be modified. Figure 1 shows

the Thevenin equivalent circuit by paralleling the equiva-

lent impedance ZF in the branch ij.

The equivalent impedance ZF can be calculated by

Zij

Zij+ZFCL

i j
-Zij

ZF

Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit when a FCL is inserted in branch ij
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ZF ¼ �Zij
� �

== Zij þ ZFCL
� �

¼ �Zij
Zij þ ZFCL

ZFCL
ð2Þ

Therefore, when the FCL with impedance ZFCL is inserted

in the branch ij, the modified self-impedance Z 0
kk of bus k is

Z 0
kk ¼ Zkk �

Zki � Zkj
� �2

Zii þ Zjj � 2Zij þ ZF
¼ Zkk þ DZkk ð3Þ

2.2 Sensitivity factor calculation based on the rate

of fault current mitigation

As discussed in Section 1, if a power system is sophis-

ticated and has many buses exceeding fault current limits,

the enumeration method is very time-consuming and

inefficient. As a result, a sensitivity factor calculation is

used to screen the better candidate locations of FCLs [18],

and this paper presents a new sensitivity factor calculation

method based on the rate of the fault current mitigation.

From (2), when a FCL with impedance ZFCL is installed

in a branch ij between the buses i and j, for a three-phase

fault at bus k, the rate of fault current mitigation at bus k

can be calculated by

/k
ij ¼

I0k � Ik

Ik
¼

V
0ð Þ

k

ZkkþDZkk
� V

0ð Þ
k

Zkk

V
0ð Þ

k

Zkk

¼� DZkk
Zkk þ DZkk

ð4Þ

where Ik is the original fault current at bus k; I
0
k is the fault

current at bus k after installing the FCL in the branch ij;

DZkk is the change of self-impedance of bus k due to the

FCL with impedance ZFCL as shown in (3).

From (4), the rate of fault current mitigation at every bus

can be calculated for every FCL placement. If the impe-

dance ZFCL is identical for all FCLs, the rate of fault cur-

rent mitigation is referred to as the sensitivity factor. The

factor is relative and not impacted by the fault current of

every bus, and therefore represents a fair assessment

among buses. If the value of rate is larger, it means that

installing the FCL in this branch is more effective for

mitigating fault currents. Therefore, the branches with the

largest a rates can be screened to be the best candidate

locations, where a is the number of candidate locations of a

bus.

3 Multi-objective function for optimal allocation

3.1 Objective function for cost of FCLs

The first objective function for optimal allocation of

FCLs is minimizing the cost of FCLs. As FCLs with larger

impedance have a higher cost of materials and installation,

the cost of FCLs is represented by the sum of total

impedance of FCLs and their installation cost. The instal-

lation cost is proportional to the number of FCLs. There-

fore, the cost of FCLs can be expressed as follows:

M ¼
XNFCL

i¼1

ZFCL ið Þ þ xNFCL þ Fa ð5Þ

Zmin � ZFCL ið Þ� Zmax ð6Þ

I0k\IG ð7Þ

where (6) are the impedance constraints of FCLs and (7)

are fault current constraints; M represents the cost of FCLs

on condition that target fault currents are achieved; ZFCL(i)

is the impedance of FCL i; NFCL is the number of FCLs; x
is the coefficient of the installation cost; Fa is the penalty

factor of fault current constraints, where Fa = constant b if

I0k [ IG else 0; IG is the target value of fault current, so that

the penalty factor Fa enforces fault current constraints of all

buses.Therefore, the first objective function for optimal

allocation of FCLs can be formulated as

F1ðZFCLðiÞ;NFCLÞ ¼
1

PNFCL

i¼1

ZFCL ið Þ þ xNFCL þ Fa

ð8Þ

which is simply the inverse of the cost of FCLs M.

3.2 Objective function for fault current mitigation

In the most previous studies, the objective for optimal

allocation of FCLs is just making the fault currents of all

buses below the target current IG or the rated ultimate

currents of circuit breakers (CBs). This paper presents a

method to consider the total fault current mitigation effect

after installing FCLs, making the fault currents of all buses

approach the target current IG within certain margins. The

maximum margin value of fault currents is defined as IM.

This paper assumes it is equal to 90% of the target value IG.

The second objective function for optimal allocation of

FCLs is making the buses exceeding fault current limits, or

with insufficient fault current margin, approach the maxi-

mum margin IM as closely as possible. If the fault currents

of these buses are farther below the target current IG, the

total fault current mitigation effect after installing the FCLs

is better.

The fault mitigation current effect of bus k can be

expressed as

gk ¼
IG � I0k
IG

¼
U

0ð Þ
k

ZGk
� U

0ð Þ
k

Zkk

U
0ð Þ
k

ZGk

¼ Z 0
kk � ZGk

Z 0
kk

ð9Þ

where ZGk is the target self-impedance of bus k corre-

sponding to the target current, ZGk = Vk
(0)/IG; Z 0

kk is the

self-impedance of bus k after installing FCLs,
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Z 0
kk ¼ V

ð0Þ
k =I0k; ZMk is the margin value of the self-impe-

dance of bus k corresponding to the maximum margin

value of the fault current IM, given by ZMk = Vk
(0)/IM.

When Z 0
kk � ZMk, the algorithm enforces Z 0

kk ¼ ZMk, which

means the fault current at bus k has been met the margin

requirement. Constraining the impedance below ZMk can

avoid the impedance of FCLs increasing and can thereby

reduce the cost.

Therefore, the second objective function for optimal

allocation of FCLs, representing the fault current mitiga-

tion effect, can be formulated as

F2ðZFCLðiÞ;NFCLÞ ¼
XNk

k¼1

ekgk ð10Þ

ek is the weight coefficient of mitigation effect. If the fault

current at bus k exceeds fault current limits, ek = 1. If the

fault current at bus k has insufficient fault current margin,

ek = Ik/IG. Thus, if the values of ek are equally balanced

between buses exceeding fault current limits and buses

with insufficient fault current margin, the total mitigation

effect of the bus exceeding fault current limits is better.

3.3 Multi-objective function of optimal allocation

and Pareto-optimal solutions

This paper proposes a multi-objective optimal method

for the allocation of FCLs, considering the cost of FCLs and

their fault current mitigation effect on the overall power

grid. The multi-objective function can be expressed as

F ¼

max F1ð Þ
max F2ð Þ
Zmin � ZFCL ið Þ� Zmax

Ik\IG

8
>><

>>:
ð11Þ

The optimal allocation of the FCLs is based on

conflicting objectives of minimizing the cost of FCLs and

maximizing their fault current mitigation effect. As

discussed in Section 1, methods for transforming the

multi-objective problem into a single objective problem

are not accurate because they are greatly influenced by the

weight coefficient balancing these objectives. This paper

presents a method based on Pareto-optimal solution to

solve the multi-objective problem.

The Pareto optimal solution is derived from the multi-

objective problem defined in (12) [19, 20]. Defining X as

the problem solution space, then only if there is no other

solution v in the X for which F(v) C F(x), the Pareto

optimal solution of the multi-objective problem is x [ X.

max F xð Þ ¼ f1 xð Þ; f2 xð Þ; . . .; fn xð Þ½ �T
s:t: h xð Þ ¼ 0

g xð Þ� 0

8
<

:
ð12Þ

where F(x) is the objective function vector.; h(x) and

g(x) are equality and inequality constraints.

The Pareto optimal solution is not the only, but a Pareto

optimal solution set. Therefore, the user can select the most

suitable solutions according to the preferences and relative

importance of objective functions.

4 Procedure based on immune algorithm

The immune algorithm is a kind of intelligent opti-

mization algorithm based on features of biological immune

systems [20–22]. It considers a problem as invading anti-

gen. The optimal solution of the problem is regarded as the

antibody produced by the immune system. The immune

algorithm has the advantages of fast search, stronger local

and global search ability, self-regulation, and quick con-

verged ability. Thus, this paper proposes the immune

algorithm for the multi-objective optimal allocation of

FCLs. Figure 2 is the procedural flowchart of optimal

allocation of FCLs based on immune algorithm.

4.1 Selecting candidate locations

Target values of the fault current and maximum margin

value should be provided. Three-phase fault current cal-

culation should be done for every bus of the test system to

find the buses exceeding fault current limits and with

insufficient fault current margin. Candidate locations

should be selected based on the sensitivity factor

calculation.

Fig. 2 Flow chart of the proposed optimum algorithm
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4.2 Coding of FCL impedances

The optimal allocation of FCLs should consider the

installation locations, number and impedance. Therefore, this

paper proposes a simple coding of these parameters, in which

genes of a chromosome represent the impedances of FCLs.

The position of each gene indicates the installation location of

the FCL. If the impedance Z = 0 for location k then there is no

FCL installed in location k. The coding can be expressed as

Cm ¼ Zm1; Zm2; Zm3; . . .; Zmn. . .;ð Þ ð13Þ

where Cm represents the chromosome of individual m; Zmn
is the impedance of FCL on the gene n of individual m.

4.3 Conventional operations of immune algorithm

The conventional operations of immune algorithm

include crossover, mutation, inversion, and addition, the

calculation of affinity, immune selection and clonal selec-

tion [22].

4.4 Modified inversion based on equal cost

Due to the sensitivity factor calculation, the optimal

installation locations are more easily searched than the

impedance of FCLs. However, with the randomness of

inversion and variation for the conventional Immune Algo-

rithm, the optimal installation locations of new individuals

would be not optimal after these operations, resulting in the

algorithm being trapped by local minima. Therefore, this

paper proposes themodified inversionoperator based on equal

cost to make the algorithm converge to the optimal solution

better. The modified inversion operator based on equal cost

has the property that, when not changing the optimal location

ofFCLs, the procedure keeps the cost or the total impedance of

FCLs the same, and randomly selects two locations from the

non-zero locations to form the inverse.Themodified inversion

operator based on equal cost can be shown as

C1 ¼ ð0; . . .; Za; . . .; Zb; . . .; 0Þ
# Inversion

C2 ¼ ð0; . . .; Zc; . . .; Zd; . . .; 0Þ

8
<

:
ð14Þ

Zc ¼ kZa þ ð1� kÞZb
Zd ¼ ð1� kÞZa þ kZb

�
ð15Þ

where k is an arbitrary decimal between 0 and 1.

5 Case validation and discussions

The IEEE 39-bus test system is chosen to validate the

optimal allocation method of the FCLs proposed by this

paper, as shown in Fig. 3. This paper assumes the target

fault current IG = 70.0 p.u., the maximum margin current

is IM = 0.9IG = 63.0 p.u., the coefficient of the installation

cost x = 5, and the impedance constraint of the FCLs is

0� ZFCL � 0:1p:u.

With the three-phase fault current calculation, the test

system has three buses exceeding fault current limits and

two buses with insufficient fault current margin: buses 2, 3,

16, 17 and 39 (the red buses in Fig. 3). The corresponding

fault currents of the buses are shown in Table 1. Due to the

generator transient reactance of bus 39 being too small, the

fault current at bus 39 is very large. Considering the most

economic solution, interruption could be used to limit the

fault current at bus 39. Thus, this paper only mitigates the

fault currents for buses 2, 3, 16 and 17 by installing the

FCLs.

5.1 Comparison of fault current calculation

between algorithm and PSASP

Figure 4 shows the results of fault current calculation

for the theoretical algorithm and Power System Analysis

Software Package (PSASP). It can be seen that, the error

between the theoretical calculation and PSASP is very

small when there is no FCL. When a FCL with the impe-

dance of 0.02 p.u. is installed in branch 1-2, the result of

theoretical calculation is also almost equal to that of

PSASP, and the fault currents at bus 2, bus 3 and bus 39 are

limited. Hence, the results verify the correctness of the

theoretical calculation.

5.2 Selecting candidate locations

Assuming ZFCL = 0.01 p.u., the sensitivity factor is

calculated at every bus, and candidate locations are

Fig. 3 IEEE 39-bus test system
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selected based on the sensitivity factor calculation. Setting

the number of candidate locations per bus to a = 8 the

candidate locations of FCLs are shown in Table 2.

By removing the repetitive locations, the number of total

candidate locations is 17 in this example.

5.3 Results of optimal allocation

This paper uses the immune algorithm for the optimal

allocation of the FCLs. The parameters of the algorithm are

set out in Table 3.

Two cases with a fixed number and with an unfixed

number of FCLs are considered to obtain the Pareto opti-

mal solutions. The Pareto optimal solutions in the form of

Pareto frontiers are shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal axis

shows the objective function of the cost, and the vertical

axis shows the objective function of the mitigation effect.

The blue, green and purple curves respectively represent

the Pareto optimal solutions when there are 1, 2 and 3

FCLs respectively. The red curve is the Pareto optimal

solution with an unfixed number of FCLs.

1) Relationship of the cost and the mitigation effect

It can be seen from Fig. 5, the objective functions of the

cost and mitigation effect are approximately in inverse

proportion, bearing in mind that the cost of FCLs M is the

reciprocal of the objective function of the cost. If the cost is

less, the mitigation effect is worse. The better the mitiga-

tion effect required, the greater the cost.

2) Analysis of the Pareto optimal solutions

The point A1 (A4) in Fig. 5 is the maximum value of

objective function of the cost without considering the

mitigation effect and just meeting the fault current con-

straints. Thus, point A1 (A4) is the most conservative case

of optimal allocation, ensuring the fault currents at all

Bus 2 Bus 3 Bus 16 Bus 17 Bus 390
20
40
60
80

100
120
140
160
180
200

Theoretical calculation without FCL
PSASP calculation without FCL

PSASP calculation with FCL
Theoretical calculation with FCL

Bus number

Fa
ul

t c
ur

re
nt

 (p
.u

.)

Fig. 4 Results of fault current calculation for the theoretical algo-

rithm and PSASP

Table 2 Candidate locations of FCLs

Bus number Candidate locations (rate of fault current mitigation %)

2 2-3 (7.86); 30-2 (7.59); 2-25 (6.41); 39-1 (4.07); 1-2 (3.87); 16-17 (3.14); 3-4 (2.7); 7-25 (2.24)

3 2-3 (14.45); 3-4 (7.18); 17-18 (7.08); 3-18 (6.98); 16-17 (5.02); 30-2 (3.23); 4-5 (2.59); 16-19 (1.59)

16 16-17 (8.54); 16-19 (5.97); 14-15 (4.05); 15-16 (3.9); 3-18 (3.27); 17-18 (3.21); 21-22 (2.74); 2-3 (2.65)

17 16-17 (19.73); 3-18 (7.43); 17-18 (7.32); 2-3 (3.54); 16-19 (3.52); 26-27 (3.33); 27-17 (3.21); 30-2 (1.63)

D1

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

Function of cost F1

M
iti

ga
tio

n
ef

fe
ct
F 2

Number 1
Number 2
Number 3
Number unfixed

D2 D3(D4)

C2(C4)

B1(B4)

A1(A4)A2A3

Fig. 5 Pareto optimal solutions of optimal allocation of FCLs

Table 1 Fault levels of system

Bus number Fault level

2 75.87

3 63.19

16 71.83

17 63.06

39 191.81

Table 3 Parameters of immune algorithm

Parameters Value

Number of population 400

Maximum iteration number 50000

Length of chromosome 17

Penalty factor Fa 10000

Rate of crossover Pc 0.55

Rate of mutation Pm 0.006

Rate of inversion Pcon 0.005

Rate of modified inversion Picon 0.05
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buses only just meet the fault current constraints: I0k\IG.

The solutions of this case are as follows: a FCL with an

impedance of 0.0196 p.u. is installed in branch 2-3. The

mitigation effect is: the fault current at buses 2, 3, 16 and

17 respectively is limited to 69.99 p.u., 69.96 p.u., 63.0 p.u.

and 63.0 p.u..

It can also be seen from Fig.5 that, if the objective

function of the cost is subject to 32.0 B F1 B 40.65 (B4-

A4), installing one FCL is optimal. If 16.0 B F1 B 32.0

(C4-B4), installing two FCLs is optimal. And installing

three FCLs is optimal when F1\ 16.0. These results show

how the installation cost of the FCLs and the required

mitigation effect are balanced. Moreover, the points D4,

D2 and D3 are the maximum values of the mitigation

effect. At these points, the fault currents at all buses can be

limited to 63.0 p.u.. And the cost of installing three FCLs

(D4 or D3) is minimal to achieve the best mitigation effect.

The optimal solutions of this case is as follows: the first

FCL with impedance of 0.0181 p.u. is installed in branch

2-3, the second FCL with impedance of 0.0235 p.u. is

installed in branch 16-17, the third FCL with impedance of

0.0221 p.u. is installed in branch 30-2. When only one FCL

is used (D1), the impedance of the FCL would be very

large, which is neither within the impedance constraints,

nor economic.

3) Pareto optimal solutions between different fault cur-

rent goals

The Pareto optimal solutions between different target

fault currents are shown in Fig. 6. The blue curve shows

the optimal solutions when IG = 70.0 p.u., while the red

curve presents the optimal solutions when IG = 63.0 p.u.

The smaller is the value of the target fault current, the

larger is the cost of FCLs to achieve it, and the better is the

corresponding mitigation effect.

Therefore, after the Pareto optimal solutions have been

obtained by the immune algorithm, the user can select the

most suitable solutions according to preferences and

importance of the objective functions.

6 Discussion for improving efficiency
of calculation

6.1 Comparison between sensitivity factor method

and traditional whole network search

Figure 7 shows the performance comparison between

sensitivity factor method and traditional whole network

search when F1 = 20.0 and IG = 70.0 p.u. It can be seen that

two methods can both converge to the optimal solution, but

compared with the traditional whole network search, the

sensitivity factor method proposed in this paper can reduce

the search space, amount of calculation and number of

iterations and, therefore, it can improve the efficiency of

calculation.

6.2 Analysis of modified inversion based on equal

cost

As convergence of the conventional immune algorithm

could easily fall into local minima, the modified inversion

based on equal cost proposed by this paper can make the

algorithm converge reliably to the optimal solutions.

Table 4 and Fig. 8 compare the conventional immune

algorithm and the algorithm with modified inversion based

on equal cost. This paper analyzes two optimal results

when F1 = 20.0, IG = 70.0 p.u. and F1 = 14.0, IG = 70.0

p.u.

It can be seen from Table 4 and Fig. 8, the total impe-

dance of FCLs resulting from the modified and conven-

tional algorithms is the same. In other words, the cost

reached by two algorithms is equal. But the modified

algorithm gives a better mitigation effect than the con-

versional algorithm. This suggests that the modified algo-

rithm proposed by this paper can converge to optimal

solutions more reliably, avoiding local minima.

According to many tests, the rate of modified inversion

Picon in the range of 0.05 to 0.1 is appropriate. If the rate is

too small, the impact of the modified inversion is not

effective. And the larger rate is not necessary.

Fig. 6 Comparison of Pareto optimal solutions between different

fault current goals Fig. 7 Performance comparison of two methods
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6.3 Analysis of number of candidate locations of one

bus

According to the Pareto optimal solutions described

above, the locations of FCLs are branch 2-3, branch 2-30,

branch 16-17 and branch 16-19 when IG = 70.0 p.u. or

IG = 63.0 p.u., and the rates of fault current mitigation of

these four branches are the top two in bus 2 and bus 16

(a B 2). The total number of candidate locations would

influence the optimal results and efficiency of calculation.

When the number of candidate locations is large, the

optimal solution is effective, but finding it requires a large

amount of calculation. When the number of candidate

locations is too small, the optimal solution may be of poor

quality. Therefore it is necessary to analyze the required

number of candidate locations on a bus. Figure 9 shows the

total number of candidate locations for different values of

a. The number of high rates of fault current mitigation

selected per bus for screening in the sensitivity factor

calculation, as discussed in Section 2.2.

From Fig. 9, the candidate locations are branch 2-3 and

branch 16-17 when a = 1, not including all the optimal

solutions. This paper analyzes the convergence and the

efficiency of calculation when a = 2-8. Figure 10 shows

the maximum number of iterations to convergence for

different values of a.

It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the maximum number of

iterations will increase as the value of a increases. Above

a = 3 or a = 4, however, the optimal solutions do not

improve significantly in their quality. Since the number of

FCLs would increase when the target fault current

decreases, the optimal solutions may not in the candidate

locations and be of poor quality when a = 2. Thus, a = 3

or a = 4 would be suitable values for the number of can-

didate location per bus.

Table 4 Comparison of conventional and modified immune algorithm

Goals Methods Impedances of FCLs Mitigation effect Convergence

F1 = 20.0

IG = 70 p.u.

Conventional 0.0196 (2-3)

0.0203 (16-17)

0.2947 Local optimum

Modified 0.0188 (2-3)

0.021 (16-17)

0.2948 Global optimum

F1= 14.0

IG = 70 p.u.

Conventional 0.0224 (2-3)

0.0223 (16-17)

0.0117 (2-30)

0.3602 Local optimum

Modified 0.0197 (2-3)

0.0236 (16-17)

0.0131 (2-30)

0.3608 Global optimum

Fig. 10 Maximum number of iterations for different values of a (the

number of candidate locations per bus)

Fig. 8 Comparison of convergence between the conventional and

modified immune algorithm Fig. 9 Total number of candidate locations for different values of

a (the number of candidate locations per bus)
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6.4 Analysis of optimal allocation of FCLs

From the analysis above, all optimal locations of FCLs

are on branches with the highest rates of fault current

mitigation. Table 5 shows the optimal locations of FCLs

when IG = 70.0 p.u. and IG = 63.0 p.u.

It can be seen from Table 5, bus 2 and bus 16 are the

buses exceeding fault current limits, and the fault current

on bus 2 is larger than the fault current on bus 16. Branch

2-3 and branch 16-17 are respectively the branches with the

highest rate of fault current mitigation on bus 2 and bus 16.

Increasing from a = 1 to a = 2, branch 2-30 and branch

16-19 have the next highest rates of fault current mitigation

on bus 2 and bus 16, respectively. As a result, the following

general rules can be proposed:

1) If the number of FCLs is one, the optimal location of

FCLs is the location of the highest rate of fault current

mitigation on the bus with the largest exceedance of fault

current.

2) If the number of FCLs is two, the optimal locations of

FCLs are the locations of the highest rate of fault current

mitigation on the buses with the two largest exceedances of

fault current.

3) If the number of FCLs is three, the optimal location of

the third FCL is the location of the second largest rate of

fault current mitigation on the bus with the largest excee-

dance of fault current.

4) If the number of FCLs is more, the optimal locations

of FCLs might be determined by generalising these rules.

Such rules, as proposed by this paper, would be significant

in guiding the optimal allocation of FCLs.

7 Conclusion

The fault current limiter (FCL) is an effective and

promising measure to limit fault currents and improve

reliability of power systems. The optimal allocation of

FCLs, which determines the optimal locations, number and

impedance of FCLs, has become a difficult problem. This

paper proposed a Pareto multi-objective optimization

method based on Immune Algorithm to optimize the allo-

cation of FCLs. Compared to previous optimization

methods, this paper considered two objectives of the cost of

FCLs and fault current mitigation effect. Moreover, a

sensitivity factor calculation based on the rate of the fault

current mitigation, and a modified inversion operator based

on equal cost, were proposed to improve the calculation

efficiency of the algorithm. They reduce the search space

and amount of calculation, and improve the convergence to

optimal solutions. The optimal algorithm proposed by this

paper was verified by numerical simulation of the IEEE

39-bus test system, obtaining Pareto optimal solutions for

the allocation of FCLs to achieve different fault current

limits. The results demonstrate that the new optimization

method have an importance role in power grid planning

and the allocation of FCLs.
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